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ABSTRACT
Large collections of documents containing various types of
multimedia, are made available to the WWW. Unfortunately,
due to the un-structuredness of Internet environments it is
hard to find specific information when one is looking for it.
Search engines available can only rely their results on information retrieval techniques and most of the time they lack
the desired power in query formulation.
Modelling data on the web, as if it was designed for use
within databases, should provide us with the necessary basis for enhancing this query formulation. This of course requires special care for dealing with the included multimedia
data and the semi-structured aspects of data on the web.
Modelling the entire web would be too ambitious, therefore
we focus on a more feasible environment, like the intranet,
where one can find large collections of related data.
With the webspace method we have already shown how to
deal with the various aspects of semi-structured data in large
collections of related documents. In this paper we focus on
the integration of our webspace method for concept-based
search with content-based multimedia information retrieval
(IR).
A webspace consists of two levels. At the document level,
a webspace is considered to be a collection of related documents. At the semantical level, concepts are defined to be
used in the documents at the document level. By modelling
these concepts using a webspace schema a semantical level
of abstraction is gained. This supplies the necessary platform for querying data available within a specific webspace.
For the integration with content-based information retrieval
an existing IR model is adopted. We will discuss how this is
used in the context of Mirror, a Multimedia DBMS, and how
this framework is used for the integration with the webspace
method for concept-based search.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The main objective of this paper is to (1) present the webspace method for modelling large collections of web documents, containing related information, and (2) to show how
integration of the webspace method with a framework for
multimedia retrieval results in powerful query facilities for
a webspace, combining both conceptual search and contentbased information retrieval. With the webspace method we
aim at applying existing database technology for modelling
data on the web. Modelling the entire WWW is too ambitious,therefore we focus on more feasible environments, like
the intranet, where one can find large collections of related
data.
A webspace consists of two levels. At the document level a
webspace can best be seen as a collection of documents describing related information. The documents can contain all
kinds of multimedia data and can have an irregular structure. At the semantical level of a webspace, concepts are
defined, describing the content of documents at a semantical level of abstraction. These concepts are modelled in a
webspace schema, using existing object-oriented modelling
techniques.
Based on the model for webspaces, modelling aspects for
data on the web are studied. Since data on the web is considered to have an irregular structure, modelling such data
is hard. In the past we have described how these semistructured aspects of data are dealt with in our model for
webspaces [22].
To be able to deal with the various types of multimedia involved, our concept-based model for a webspace is extended
with Mirror’s framework [19] for content-based multimedia
DBMS. It uses an IR model, which allows users to specify
their information need in terms of keywords. Next, relevance feedback is used to calculate the relevance of various
types of multimedia, like text-fragments, and images. In
this article the implications of the integration with Mirrors
framework for content-based retrieval are discussed.
Once a webspace is defined properly at both the document
level and the semantical level, the webspace schema is used
to generate a schema for our object server. The object server
stores the meta-data, regarding concepts used on the webspace, and the content-based information retrieval. Based
on the webspace schema, a webspace can be searched by
formulating queries over the webspace schema. Instead of
querying single documents, one can formulate a query over

information stored in separate documents, using both conceptbased search and content-based IR, e.g. queries can be formulated, where conceptual information is used to find postcards, coming from destinations, which lay inside a region,
with the name ’Asia’, and where the content of the postcard
is searched for the words ’station’ and ’railway’1 .

State of the art
Modelling data on the web is an ongoing research area,
where many research projects have been positioned around.
Closely related to our approach is the Araneus project [12]
where also existing database technology is applied to the
WWW. The web documents and hyper texts are modelled
and stored using a relational data model, called ADM. This
project is also concerned with handling both structured and
semi-structured documents. The main difference with our
approach is that we aim at combining concept-based search
with content-based information retrieval, to come up with
new query formulation techniques for data on the web. Modelling data, among navigational design and interface design
is also an issue in OOHDM [17], the object-oriented hyper
media design method. In WebML [5] a modelling language
for designing web sites is proposed. A structural model,
similar to an E/R model, is used to deal with the content
modelling problems.
Others, like in Lore [10], XML-QL [6], XGL [4], WebOQL
[2] use the structure of the XML document as their model.
Adding support for regular path expressions does enable
them to search for patterns and structure in the XML data.
Except for [9], where text-based search is integrated into
XML-QL, content-based queries are not supported over complex multimedia documents.
Of course in the field of information retrieval, and multimedia databases many sophisticated models are proposed to
retrieve information. We do not aim to come with better IR
techniques, but aim to combine existing IR techniques with
conceptual search, using a database oriented approach. For
those interested in information retrieval and MM-DBMS, we
refer to [19], where these matters are discussed.

Organization of this paper
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First,
we will go into the webspace model, and discuss the architecture set up to implement the webspace method (Section
2). Section 3 explains how the integration with multimedia
retrieval is realized, and how a webspace can be queried, using concept-based search and content-based retrieval. Going
towards an implementation, Section 4 discusses the retrieval
of web-objects from XML documents and how meta-data is
obtained from these objects, to populate the meta-database.
Finally we will come to the conclusions in Section 5.

2.

THE WEBSPACE METHOD

Searching for data on the web can become more powerful,
when this data is modelled using database techniques. We
already argued that this cannot be done straightforwardly,
since the web is not a database [14]. When focusing on a
more limited environment, like defined for a webspace, the
techniques developed for databases can be applied. By following this approach two major obstacles were encountered.
1

In Section 3.4 this query is worked out in more detail.

Dealing with data on the web, also implies dealing with multimedia. Others, like [20] already argued for the need to extend database technology to deal with these types efficiently
in a database environment. As will be explained in Section 3
we adopt the Mirror framework for content and multimedia
DBMS [19] for dealing with such data efficiently. The second problem addresses the semi-structuredness of the data
involved. The current trend for dealing with such data is by
adopting a graph-based data model like OEM [10] or others
[15]. We have chosen not to follow that approach but instead
an object-oriented approach to model such data. In our
model for a webspace these two research areas are brought
together, to come up with better modelling facilities for data
on the web and more powerful query mechanisms for large
collections of related data.

2.1 Webspace model
When looking at a collection of related documents, it is possible to identify a (finite) set of concepts, which describe the
content of the documents at a semantical level [22, 1]. In
our model for webspaces this is exploited by identifying two
levels. At the document level one can find a collection of
related documents, which should be (made) available to the
Intranet. At the semantical level the before mentioned concepts should be defined and modelled in an object-oriented
schema, called the webspace schema. Section 2.1.1 describes
how webspaces should be defined at the semantical level in
a webspace schema, and in Section 2.1.2 it is explained how
this relates to a webspace at the document level.

2.1.1 Semantical level
For each webspace a set of concepts should be defined, describing the content of the documents involved. Such concepts are identified by a unique name. The semantical level
is then formed by a webspace schema. This schema is based
on an object-oriented data model, which allows concepts to
be modelled in terms of (1) classes, (2) attributes of classes,
and (3) associations over classes. The model also includes
a generalization mechanism, allowing classes to be defined
as subclasses of other classes. Together, the set of classes,
attributes, and associations form a partition which is equal
to the set of concepts defined for a webspace.
Once a concept is defined to be a class in the webspace
schema, it cannot be reused as an attribute or an association in the same webspace. Likewise for the attributes and
associations involved. Since authors publishing their documents on a webspace cannot be assumed to have the skills of
a database administrator, notion of types, and cardinality
are left out of the data model at this high conceptual level
of abstraction. To our opinion such problems should not be
visible to the users, and should be dealt with at the logical
and physical level of the webspace system, as is discussed
in Section 2.2. Figure 5 shows a fragment of a webspace
schema, set up for our lonely planet example. In Section 4
this example is worked out in more detail.

2.1.2 Document level
The document level of a webspace stores the data involved.
For this purpose XML [21] is used to mark up the data.
When the data involved has a rather structured character, it
is very well feasible to store the data using a regular DBMS,
as proposed in [13, 7] and others. Although it is also feasible

to deal efficiently with more semi-structured data stored in
a DBMS [8, 24, 16], we have chosen to store the data in
XML-documents. With XML one can easily mark up the
content of a document, thus allowing authors to make the
structure of their documents explicit. Others use this treebased structure directly as the input for searching through
the content of single documents. But only basing the search
on the structure might lead to semantic misinterpretations.
To bridge this semantical gap with the user searching the
data within a webspace, concepts are defined in a webspace
schema providing a semantical layer over the collection of
documents involved. From this perspective, each element
and attribute used in an XML-document, should correspond
to a concept defined in the webspace schema.
Following this approach, ensures that any document available at the document level of a webspace is seen as a materialized view of the webspace schema. Any document on the
webspace describes (a part of) the webspace schema, thus
forming a view on the schema. The document materializes
this view, since it also contains data.

2.2 Architecture of the webspace system
To implement the ideas for modelling and querying the content of webspaces the architecture as shown in Figure 1 is
set up. It is based on a three layer architecture, consisting
of a physical, logical, and conceptual layer. Going bottom
up through the figure, the following parts are identified.
• Object server. The object server is formed by the
physical layer and logical layer of the architecture. At
the physical layer the meta-data obtained from the
XML documents is stored in either Monet [3], a binary relational database kernel, or Postgres [18], a object relational DBMS. On top of both databases we
use Moa [3, 19]. Moa consists of a structural objectoriented data model and algebra. This provides us
the desired physical data independence at the logical
layer. Moa uses an extensibility mechanism, which on
one hand adopts the extensibility mechanism provided
by the physical layer. But also provides structural extensibility, which is used to model the semi-structured
aspects of the webspace model at both the type, and
attribute level efficiently [22, 8]. The structural extensibility is also used to implement the Mirror framework
for content-based multimedia information retrieval as
proposed by [19]. In Section 3 the integration of the
Mirror framework in the webspace method will be discussed. Section 4 will elaborate on the retrieval of
meta-data from XML documents.
• Web object retrieval and storage layer. One of
the central components in the webspace system is the
layer responsible for retrieving the meta-data from the
documents available. Using the webspace schema supplied by the authors of the webspace, several intermediate schemas are generated to populate the object server. As output this component delivers a Moa
schema at the logical level, and a physical schema used
by Monet (MIL), and Postgres (PSQL). Secondly it is
responsible for obtaining web objects from the XML
documents and retrieving all kinds of meta-data from
the various types of multimedia involved. When all
the meta-data from one web object is extracted, it is

stored at the physical layer, using either Monet, or
Postgres.
• Webspace modelling tool. It is responsible for all
the tasks that need to be performed in order to set up a
single webspace, at both the semantical level, and the
document level [23]. From the author it expects (1)
the concepts to be defined in a webspace schema; (2)
a view, representing the structure of the document to
be created; (3) the content that should be added, and
finally (4) the information regarding the presentation.
• Webspace and content query engine. This component consists of two ’engines’, one for composing
queries regarding concept-based search on a webspace,
and one for doing content-based querying over the multimedia involved. In Section 3.4 some queries are formulated, illustrating the integration of these two engines.
• Webspace query front end. With this front end we
intend to offer the user a query interface that allows
him to compose complex queries using a graphical notation of the webspace schema and combine this with
content-based retrieval techniques.

3. INTEGRATION OF CONCEPT-BASED
SEARCH WITH CONTENT-BASED IR
To realize the integration with content-based information
retrieval, we adopted ideas developed for IR systems. There
users can specify their information need, using some keywords and relevance judgments on previously retrieved text
documents (called relevance feedback). Similar approaches
are possible for other multimedia types, like images. These
systems base the retrieval of documents on a probabilistic
model. Section 3.1 discusses the IR retrieval model used
for Mirror, a multimedia DBMS (Section 3.2). We adopted
the Mirror framework to realize the integration of contentbased information retrieval with the webspace method for
concept-based search over a collection of web documents.
In section 3.3 these integration issues are discussed. At the
end of this section we will show by some query examples
how a webspace can be queried by both its concepts and
content.

3.1 IR model
The objective of IR models is to find similar multimedia objects, using a keyword based query and relevance feedback.
Objects are judged to be similar, based on their content. Notice that this comparison between objects is usually based
on meta-data extracted from original documents, such as
words occurring in a text fragment.
In an IR model the similarity between a query and a multimedia object is calculated, using a probabilistic approach.
Most IR models rank their documents using two parameters:
the term frequency and the inverse document frequency.
• Term frequency: For each pair of term and document, tf is the number of times the term occurs in the
document.
• Inverse document frequency: For each term, idf
is the inverse number of documents in which the term
occurs.
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Figure 1: Architectural overview of the webspace system
The ranking of a document (or a multimedia object), given a
query is then determined by the sum of the product between
tf and idf of the query terms, occurring in the document,
sometimes normalized with the document length. More detailed information on the IR model and its ranking formula
can be found in [19, 11] In most IR systems query results
are computed as follows:
• Select the term frequencies tf and inverse document
frequencies idf for each query term.

• TF(term,document, tf)
• IDF(term,idf).
The terms used in a query are described in the relation
Q(term). Query processing is then handed to the object
server, where specialized optimizers can be used to deal with
the query efficiently.
The set-oriented nature of Mirror’s IR query processing is
illustrated in the steps below:

• Compute the document’s term ranking for each document (tf × idf).

• Initialize the query process, given a query Q.

• Update or add the document ranking each time a document’s term ranking is computed.

• Limit TF and IDF, by matching them with the query
terms of query Q:
T FQ = T F 1 Q, IDFQ = IDF 1 Q.

• Repeat steps two and three for all documents and
query terms.

3.2 Mirror, a multimedia DBMS
The IR model described in the previous section, is used
for the retrieval of content-based multimedia in Mirror, a
content-based multimedia DBMS. Mirror’s implementation
is based on the same object server as shown in Figure 1. The
specific domain knowledge, concerning the IR model is implemented at the logical level, using Moa’s structural extensibility mechanism. Lower level information retrieval techniques are implemented by extending the Monet database
kernel.
In Mirror the term frequency and inverse document frequency are described by the database relations:

• Place IDFQ values, next to the T FQ entries:
T F IDFlineup = T FQ 1 IDFQ .
• Aggregate the tf and idf into terms of tf . idf for each
term-document pair:
T F IDF =
SELECT term, document, tf × idf
F ROM T F IDFlineup .
• Compute the documents ranking, by aggregation all
the terms for each document:
RAN K =
SELECT document, AGGR(tf idf )
F ROM T F IDF
GROU P BY document.

3.3 Integration issues
As mentioned before, to realize the integration of conceptbased search with content-based IR, the framework offered
by the Mirror MM-DBMS is used. Looking at the above presented procedure for content-based querying of single multimedia objects, some minor changes had to be made.
In Mirror the inverse document frequency idf is calculated
over the entire set of one multimedia type, i.e. referring to
the procedure again, the entire set of documents. This is useful, if the queries are always formulated over the entire set.
But when querying a webspace a different query-strategy is
followed. In that case the set of multimedia objects, used
as the input for the content-based querying is already drastically reduced, due to the conceptual requirements of the
query. For instance, when a query involves the concept class
Abstract and one has specified some keywords which should
be contained in the text of the abstract, then the conceptual requirements have already reduced the set, containing
all text-fragments (Abstract.section), to those fragments,
which are referred to by Abstract objects. Therefore we
have chosen to compute the idf values not over the entire
set of a multimedia type. Instead these values are calculated
over subsets, based on the class concepts, to which the multimedia type belongs. Resulting in a horizontal fragmentation
of the set of one multimedia type.

SELECT i.src, i.caption F ROM Image i
W HERE
similar(i,0 http : // ... /eur/graphics/bri27.jpg 0 ) < 0.35
ORDER BY
similar(i,0 http : // ... /eur/graphics/bri27.jpg 0 );
(a) Content based image query.

the British beach:
a cultural phenomenon
(22k)

political murals are
a part of the north’s
urban landscape (21k)

Discussion
Such a horizontal fragmentation can have both a positive
and negative influence on the retrieval. Negative, if calculating the idf values over smaller sets of data, will enhance
the amount of noise. On the other hand it will have a positive effect on the retrieval if the fragmentation is more or
less categorizing the data based on the context. We expect
the latter to be the case, when fragmenting the data, based
on the conceptual information, supplied by the webspace
method. For instance, the term used in text-fragments of
the class Abstract will be characterized differently than the
terms used to describe an Attraction2 . For our future work,
we have to prove this with some experimental results.

3.4 Querying a webspace
In this section we will go through two queries, which can
typically be composed, when querying a webspace. We base
the queries on our Lonely Planet webspace. The first query
we discuss, shows how content-based querying of images is
integrated in the webspace system. The SQL-query shown
in Table 1.a queries the images contained in the webspace,
based on their similarity. The similarity is based on the
distance between the rgb- and hsb-histograms derived from
the images, given a sample image. The query results are
displayed in Table 1.b. The left most image represents the
sample image, used as input for the query.
The second query is a bit more complex. It illustrates the
power of combining conceptual search with content-based
retrieval. The query is based on a fragment of the webspace
schema for the Lonely Planet webspace given in Figure 2. It
shows the classes Destination, Region, Country, City, and
2

These concepts are both defined for our Lonely Planet example. In Figure 5 a fragment of this webspace schema is
shown.

homemade easter eggs (19k)
(b) Query results.
Table 1: Content-based retrieval on images.
Postcard3 . These classes are used in two different types of
documents within the webspace. The boxes I and II show
which classes are used in which of the two types of documents. Both boxes share the class Destination, meaning
that in both documents destination-objects are defined. The
query shown in Table 2.a searches for those postcards, coming from destinations, that lay inside the region with name
’Asia’. The Postcard should also contain the words ’station’
and ’railway’. This query combines conceptual information
stored in two different types of documents, and also shows
the integration with content-based text retrieval. Table 2.b
shows the resulting top 10 document-urls and their ranking.

4. RETRIEVING THE META-DATA:
TOWARDS AN IMPLEMENTATION
Going towards an implementation, we will discuss in this
section how meta-data for both the concept-based search
and content-based information retrieval is derived from the
XML documents. Figure 3 shows the component responsible
for this task in more detail. Once it is initiated with a
webspace schema and a Daemon Data Dictionary (DDD)
it will (1) generate the schemas used by the object server,
3
The Figure includes the class tfidf Postcard, which
contains the attributes id, term, and the corresponding
tfidf-value. The current collection contains 4308 postcards

SELECT p.document, believe(p,0 station0 ,0 railway 0 ) AS ranking F ROM postcard p
W HERE p.destination id IN
(SELECT d.id
F ROM destination ∗ d
W HERE d.id IN
(SELECT r.destination id F ROM insidei, region r
W HERE r.name =0 asia0 AN D r.id = i.region id)
)
ORDER BY rankingDESC;
(a) Query combining conceptual search and content-based IR.
document
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/tai pc36.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/sea/indo pc96.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/chi pc201.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/jap pc6.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/tai pc13.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/tai pc33.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/cas/tur pc23.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/chi pc122.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/sea/mal pc97.xml
http : //waterf all/lonely.planet/pc/nea/chi pc129.xml

ranking
7.2931
6.6659
6.0853
6.0853
6.0853
6.08536
5.4582
4.8776
4.8776
4.2504

(b) Query results.
Table 2: the postcard query.
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Figure 2: Fragment of webspace schema for Lonely
Planet webspace.
Lower layer schema’s

and next (2) it will start mapping XML-documents, which
are seen as materialized views on the webspace schema, in
order to obtain web objects. This is explained in detail in
Section 4.1. Finally, (3) the meta-data is retrieved from
these web objects and stored in the object server, using the
DDD (Section 4.2).

4.1 From XML to web object
We will illustrate by an example how web objects are derived from XML documents. Figure 4 shows a graphical
representation of the DTD for one of our XML documents,
based on our Lonely Planet example. The root element
d estination corresponds with the class concept Destination
of the webspace schema fragment shown in Figure 5. The
attributes of this root element (name, keywords), are also
modelled as attributes of the class Destination. Parsing the
child-elements of the root-element d estination several associated web objects are found, referring to the class concepts
Abstract, Attraction, and others. The element has facts
models the association concept has facts and explicitly defines the relationship between Destination and Fact, while
for the other concepts the relationship is defined implicitly.
Once all the available properties of a web object are found

Meta-data of web object

DB interface

Physical
Schema
(Monet / Postgres)

Logical
Schema
(MOA)

Meta Data

Figure 3: Web object retrieval and meta-data extraction
it is handed to the DDD.

4.2 From web object to meta-data
Once the web objects are obtained, the meta data should
be retrieved from the objects. For this purpose we use the
DDD. Each daemon, administrated in the DDD performs a
single task, on a single type of multimedia. To be able to
perform this task correctly it uses three methods, the initialize, getWork, and finalize. During the initialize phase,
a daemon can alter the webspace schema and the schemas
used for the object server, such that the meta-data retrieved
by that daemon is stored properly in the database. The get-

destination name
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...

has_facts

abstract

image

url
caption

name
value

fact

+

?
attraction

keywords

+

text

location

name

image

url
caption

text

Figure 4: DTD specification of Destination pages.
Fact
has_facts

name
value

<?xml version = ”1.0” encoding = ”U T F − 8”? >
<!doctype ddd system ”./ddd.dtd” >
< ddd >
< daemon
class = ”java.daemon.url.U RLDaemon” >
< trigger string = ” ∗ .src. ∗ ”/ >
< trigger string = ” ∗ .document. ∗ ”/ >
...
< /daemon >
< daemon
class = ”java.daemon.image.rgb.RGBDaemon” >
< trigger string = ”Image.src. ∗ ”/ >
< /daemon >
< daemon
class = ”java.daemon.text.T EXT Daemon” >
< trigger string = ” ∗ .section.text”/ >
< trigger string = ”P ostcard.tip.text”/ >
...
< /daemon >
< /ddd >

Destination
name
keywords

Table 3: XML exchange: daemon data dictionary
described_in
Multimedia

contains

Item

...
Abstract

...

Attraction
keywords

Text

Image
src
caption

occurs_at

Location
name

Figure 5: Fragment of Webspace schema for Lonely
Planet case.
Work is responsible for retrieving and storing the meta-data
given a web object. Finally, once all the data is obtained, the
finalize-method performs some post-processing steps on the
database. e.g calculating idf values over a set of multimedia
objects.

Daemon Data Dictionary
In the DDD all the available daemons are administrated.
Once a web object is handed to the DDD it uses a trigger mechanism to determine which daemons should work
on that object. Before a new mapping session starts, the
DDD is loaded with a number of daemons, which should be
called sequentially. For this purpose we use XML as an exchange format, as shown in Table 3. There is specified which
daemons to load and what triggers the DDD uses to start
a daemon. This approach allows us to dynamically load a
new daemon, whenever it becomes available.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents (1) the webspace method for modelling
large collections of documents containing related informa-

tion, using existing database technology, and (2) the integration of the webspace method with content-based information retrieval. The webspace method distinguishes two
levels, at which a webspace should be defined. Besides a
document level, where the document, specified in XML can
be found, we also identified a semantical level, where concepts, derived from the documents are modelled in terms of
an object-oriented schema. This schema forms the basis for
concept-based search over a webspace.
The integration with content-based IR is essential, in that
sense that it offers the user not only to query a webspace
by its concepts. But it also allows them to take the content of the webspace into account. We have shown how this
integration with content-based multimedia IR is achieved,
by adopting a commonly used IR model, together with the
Mirror framework for multimedia databases. Making some
minor changes, concerning the retrieval method, allowed us
to realize the integration. For our future research we still
need to do some retrieval performance evaluations. Further
improvements can certainly be made, by adopting more sophisticated IR models. These models can easily be integrated into our approach. To realize this we only need to
administer a new daemon to the daemon data dictionary,
which implements the new IR model.
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